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1. INTRODUCTION

Building systems for accessing and processing very large
volumes of diverse, distributed data is difficult when relying
on thirty year old system architectures1.

iXSP uses set processing operations that treat any and
all data representations as mathematical objects. Unlike
record processing systems that require knowledge of storage
organizations and indexed-record structures, set processing
operations rely on data content relationships ONLY.

2. SET PROCESSING

The theory underlying set processing was initiated under
the ARPA sponsored CONCOMP[1] project (1965-1970).
The first commercially used set processing system was the
MICRO RDBMS[2] introduced in 1972.

2.1 Set Processing vs. Record Processing

Record processing systems and set processing systems are
very different.

Record processing accesses physically identifiable records.
Data is pre-organized for indexed-record access.

Set processing accesses mathematically identifiable sets.
Data is dynamically re-organized for relevant-set access.

Record processing systems require applications to know
how available data is physically stored.

Set processing systems only require applications to know
how available data is mathematically identified.

3. iXSP

iXSP is the current incarnation of STDS[3] , the data access
engine used by MICRO. Since 1985, iXSP has helped govern-
ment and corporations analyze data and develop systems.

3.1 iXSP & SQL

Since set processing was initially developed to
process relational

2 data for MICRO, and since SQL has a
set-theoretic heritage,[4] it was natural to consider iXSP for
supporting SQL queries. Surprisingly, iXSP provided almost
two orders of magnitude better performance than currently
available commercial RDBMSs.[5]

1The DBMS vendors (and the research community) should start
with a clean sheet of paper and design systems for tomorrow’s
requirements, not continue to push code lines and architectures
designed for yesterday’s needs. [9]
2in the strict set-theoretic sense of sets of n-tuples.
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3.2 iXSP & Data Analysis

Since data representation have mathematical identities,[6]

iXSP can be used to read, analyze, query, and process any
existing or future collection of stored data.

For over twenty years iXSP has been used3 to analyze
many different collections of raw data, including radar data,
XML data, text data, semi-structured data, unstructured
data, and distributed collections of diverse data.

3.3 iXSP & Systems Development

The interactive nature of iXSP allows analysts and devel-
opers to spontaneously interrogate data in real time.

Trial optimization strategies can be dynamically created
and evaluated. These interactive sections can be preserved,
modified, and re-executed as applications.

iXSP is extensible. New operations can be added at any
time. Since all operations operate on sets to produce sets,
all operations are compatible. In 2001, XML document
processing operations were added for Software AG.[7]

Set processing systems development have included: GM
Warranty Information Service, CFIS: Arthur Anderson’s hos-
pital financial and information service. SEC forensic analy-
sis, and Census Bureau data analysis and report generation.

4. CONCLUSION

iXSP software is available for analyzing existing data and
complementing the the support of existing applications.
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